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NaviRisk expands the range of services in the Nordic countries 

 

Developing business intelligence services is the focus of a new partner and NaviRisk Director in Sweden, 

Norway, Denmark, and Finland, Fredrik Collenius. 

 

We are consistently striving to expand our global network of professional business security consultants, so it is 

with great satisfaction that we announce the addition of a new local partner to our team of experts - highlights 

Bartosz Pastuszka, Managing Partner- CEO of NaviRisk. - Thanks to local presence and market knowledge, our 

partners can provide competent knowledge and professional solutions even in the most difficult situations.  

This feature combined with best practices and global competencies gives excellent results in consulting, 

technology and operational projects - he adds. 

 

Fredrik Collenius, a skilled leader as well as an experienced intelligence analyst, will be responsible for the 

Nordic markets for NaviRisk. His main task will be to develop and strengthen NaviRisk's client relationships in 

the region.  

 

Fredrik, is the CEO of a Swedish industrial company and, has vast managerial experience as well as great 

understanding from being the advisory function in corporate intelligence matters. He is used to creating and 

intensifying cross-border client relationships and to work and adapt to shifting situations and circumstances. 

Fredrik will focus on developing the Nordic market and advice within corporate intelligence matters.  

 

NaviRisk provides integrated and comprehensive services in risk management, corporate investigations, due 

diligence, and compliance risk. It combines these with brand protection services and a broad cybersecurity 

offering. It supports companies in crises, from strategy preparation to crisis management and public relations. 

NaviRisk develops unique and cost-effective solutions to meet specific business needs. It provides tailor-made 

solutions, globally, 24/7. 
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